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Introduction
Our story as Ursinus College begins in 1869. Founded and chartered just months before
America’s Centennial decade arrived, Ursinus was egalitarian, unpretentious and humble—
characteristics that, in many respects, remain true today.
Nearly 150 years later, Ursinus has embraced its liberal arts heritage. Our history may be long
and have many renditions, but Ursinus has always served as the starting block for what would
become a lifetime of learning by our students.
It is our responsibility to continue to build on that story as accurately, creatively and
compellingly a way as possible. This visual identity contributes to our overall brand strategy
and ensures that Ursinus College is viewed consistently and positively across all audiences.
This style guide is the result of a cautious, carefully vetted process that shined the light on the
characteristics of the Ursinus experience.
The following style guide reinforces our commitment to a liberal arts education, gives us a
unified voice and visually defines who we are. Used as directed, it will further establish Ursinus
as a leader in the liberal art community and, more importantly, will renew our commitment to
those who proudly call themselves “Bears.”
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Our design system was created to
help define and present our story in
the most consistent and meaningful
way possible, while allowing us to
speak in the many voices that make
up our community. With your help,
we will be able to share our story
and create a memorable and lasting
impression of Ursinus.
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OUR PROMISE

OUR PROMISE
“We are developing critical thinkers who have a holistic
view of the world and are committed to pursuing a life
of purpose. Our vision of the liberal arts cultivates
judgment so that every Ursinus graduate understands
how the questions we ask are often more important than
the answers we receive. We never settle for the status
quo and always feel courageous—and confident—in
the pursuit of knowledge.”

Our Story
Our story spans more than 145 years. To find out more about the history of Ursinus College
please visit our website:
www.ursinus.edu/about/history/
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A LIFE OF PURPOSE

A Life of Purpose
Rather than focusing on how we are different, Ursinus will be authentic and true to our values,
unafraid to be transparent and unapologetic for what we stand for. We will champion our values,
commit to a brand that is enduring and creatively communicate the power of a personalized and
integrated approach to liberal arts education. And we will do this consistently by incorporating
these values:

Among today’s crowded liberal arts

•

that claim. The result is that being

At Ursinus, we encourage civility and civic responsibility and the development of character.
Our students revel in being positive agents of change. After all, living a life of purpose doesn’t
simply happen. It’s an attitude and a state of mind. Ursinus students are given the opportunity
to redefine leadership and see every day as another chance to make their mark.

•

Faculty are both mentors and partners in this process, guiding the academic and personal
growth of our students. They are passionate, dedicated teachers who are committed to an
educational experience that extends beyond the classroom. Their research is compelling and
relevant. And their relationship with students defines the Ursinus experience.

•

We encourage students to take things personally. Our small community is vibrant and
energetic and thrives when students blend their love for learning with their love of life. At
Ursinus, we encourage students to remain true to themselves and embrace their interests.

•

At Ursinus, we make it a point to learn more about—and from—one another We are proud
of a culture that in inclusive and we find unity in our differences In fact, the only thing missing
here is a lack of entitlement. We are supportive of one another and are optimistic about what
the future holds—because it’s up to us to define our path forward.

landscape, it is no longer acceptable
to be “different.” All colleges make
“different” means more of the same.

We are proud to be members of the Ursinus family. That enthusiasm for Ursinus is key to our
brand and is the cornerstone of our communications. So, when sharing the Ursinus story, be
optimistic and conversational, approachable and creative—and look for opportunities to
elaborate on these defining values.
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OUR VOICE

BRAND DRIVERS

Our Voice

Identity Drivers

The Ursinus College “voice” has been made up of a set of carefully curated identity drivers
that will help inform the tone, rhythm and personality of all written and visual content for
the college. How we represent ourselves in writing (and through imagery) is an incredibly
important part of who we are and an integral component of our overall brand.

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

LIBERAL ARTS

At Ursinus, we understand the value

Nurturing
Spirited
Authentic
Approachable
Community

Collaborative
Committed
Curious
Diverse
Empathetic
Entrepreneurial
Flexible
Inclusive
Modern
Optimistic
Professional
Relevant
Supportive
Unpretentious

Intellectual development
Moral development
Social development
Personal responsibility
Civic responsibility
Independent thinking
Lifetime of learning
Holistic learning

of a liberal arts education. We are here

We have broken down our identity drivers into three categories:

•

PRIMARY
The primary list of brand drivers creates the proper tone.

•

SECONDARY
The secondary list of drivers dig a bit deeper to flesh out our personality
and character.

•

LIBERAL ARTS
These drivers are common to all liberal arts schools and should be used as reinforcers to
our own unique messaging.

to challenge our students, to engage
their interests and to nurture a personal
commitment to a life of purpose.

Value

When done successfully, the voice of our content will clearly communicate a consistent message
about who we are and what we stand for as an institution of higher education.
The best brands don’t need to shout about how great they are. They just are. This is done through
a careful balance between brand drivers that are implied and drivers that are expressed. The drivers
in red should be implied.
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THE URSINUS COLLEGE LOGO

THE URSINUS COLLEGE LOGO

The Ursinus College Logo
The horizontal lock-up 3 color Ursinus College logo is the primary and preferred logo to be used
to represent the college in most branding applications. It should be used whenever possible.
Ideally the logo will be used on a white or light neutral background for maximum impact and
clarity. Colors are specified using the Pantone™ Matching System (PMS) to ensure accurate,
consistent reproduction. However, due to printing or display limitations, the logo color palette
may be broken out using the specified CMYK, RGB, hexidecimal or gray scale values. See pages
15-16 for details.

Clear Space
The Ursinus College logo is most effective when surrounded by an area of clear space separated
from type, other logos and/or any other graphic elements. No elements should be placed within
a minimum of the space equal to the overall height of the “Shield” to any edge of the logo. Items
and layouts carrying the Ursinus College logo in conjunction with other logos must first be
approved by Ursinus College.
Type Lock-up
The type lock-up should be spaced approximately one “U” width from the shield as shown. The
X height of the “U” in the word mark should be equal to the height of the “U” in the shield. The
word mark should sit on the same baseline as the “U” in the shield. The type lock-up has been
created from a slightly modified version of the typeface Fanwood.

Minimum Height
The Ursinus logo should never go below .25” inch in height or legibility may be lost. In situations
where multiple logos are required in print, signage, web layouts or other media, the presentation
of the Ursinus College logo must be equal in size to the logos of the other organizations
surrounding it.
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.25”
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THE URSINUS COLLEGE LOGO - SECONDARY OPTIONS

THE URSINUS COLLEGE LOGO - SECONDARY OPTIONS

The Ursinus College Logo
SECONDARY OPTIONS
The identity has been created with some flexibility to accommodate for other design applications.
Please use the following secondary variations when necessary. Colors are specified using the
Pantone™ Matching System (PMS) to ensure accurate, consistent reproduction. However, due to
printing or display limitations, the logo color palette may be broken out using the specified CMYK,
RGB, hexidecimal or gray scale values. See pages 15-16 for details.
One Color Options
The Ursinus College logo can be converted to a single color application when needed. The colors
should not deviate from the approved Red, Old Gold, Black color palette. This application
should only be applied in circumstances where the primary logo is not applicable.
Color Fields
The Ursinus College logo can be placed on a solid color field from the approved Red, Old Gold,
Black color palette. It should never be placed on a color field outside of our approved palette. This
application should only be applied in circumstances where the primary logo is not applicable.
Reversed
The Ursinus College logo can be reversed out to white when needed. This version of the logo
can be placed on ANY color field, image or texture that falls outside of the approved color
palette. This application should only be applied in circumstances where the primary logo is
not applicable.
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COMMON UNACCEPTABLE LOGO VARIATIONS

COMMON UNACCEPTABLE LOGO VARIATIONS

Common Unacceptable Logo
Variations
The following examples represent common errors made in using logo artwork. They should be
avoided. These rules apply to ALL elements of the identity included in this document. If you
have a question about a specific application please contact College Communications

ADD A TAG LINE

UNACCEPTABLE VARIATION

UNACCEPTABLE VARIATION

UNACCEPTABLE VARIATION

Do not vertically stretch the logo.

Do not add a tag line or sub-heading.

Do not outline the logo.

UNACCEPTABLE VARIATION

UNACCEPTABLE VARIATION

UNACCEPTABLE VARIATION

Do not horizontally stretch the logo.

Do not place inside a shape.

Do not add effects like glows and drop shadows.

UNACCEPTABLE VARIATION

UNACCEPTABLE VARIATION

UNACCEPTABLE VARIATION

Do not distort the logo.

Do not use colors outside the approved color palette.

Do not use a low resolution raster file. ALWAYS use the
supplied native files to maintain the quality of the brand.

All projects must be submitted to College Communications for approval prior to publishing,
printing and/or transmitting any materials bearing the identity. Should you have any questions
or concerns about proper usage, please contact us at:
College Communications
Ursinus College
601 E. Main Street
Collegeville, PA 19426
610.409.3000
styleguide@ursinus.edu
ursinus.edu

THESE COMMON ERRORS APPLY TO ALL OF THE ELEMENTS IN THE
IDENTITY AND SHOULD BE AVOIDED.
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COLOR PALETTE

COLOR PROPORTIONS

PRIMARY COLOR
A precise and controlled use of the color palette is the key to
creating a sense of visual consistency and sophistication across
the Ursinus identity.

Color Palette
Ursinus College Primary color palette
RED

OLD GOLD

BLACK

PMS:

202 C

CMYK:

0/100/61/43

RGB:

152/0/46

WEB:

#98012e

PMS:

137 C

CMYK:

0/25/90/0

RGB:

251/176/52

WEB:

#fcb034

PMS:

Black

CMYK:

0/0/0/100

RGB:

0/0/0

WEB:

#000000

Ursinus College Secondary color palette
BRIGHT RED

BRIGHT
YELLOW

PMS:

032 C

CMYK:

0/86/63/0

RGB:

239/51/64

WEB:

#ef3340

PMS:

116 C

CMYK:

0/14/100/0

RGB:

255/205/0

WEB:

#ffcd00

Supporting color for digital printing
•

Rich Black - used as a replacement for black when printing digitally.

RICH BLACK
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PMS:

-

CMYK:

40/40/40/100

RGB:

6/0/0

WEB:

#060000

Red and Old Gold should be the most dominant colors,
followed closely by black. The supporting color palette
serves as highlight colors for adding vibrancy and emphasis.

Whenever possible, use these recommended ratios as a guide
to applying the color palette. Please note percentages are
approximate and color ratios may differ depending on usage.

Supporting colors for gray scale images
•
•

50%

80% Black - in place of Red
40% Black - in place of Old Gold

80% BLACK

40% BLACK

PMS:

-

CMYK:

0/0/0/80

RGB:

88/89/91

WEB:

#58595b

PMS:

-

CMYK:

0/0/0/40

RGB:

167/169/172

WEB:

#a7a9ac

The Ursinus College color palette is the single most important differentiator for our visual identity.
All three colors should be represented together as often as possible. The PMS colors should be used
in print to represent the school colors whenever possible.

There are four main types of color modes that will keep your color consistent across print, web
and merchandising. Please use the appropriate file type for each application to keep the color as
consistent as possible in all applications.
•
PMS
		
•

CMYK

Pantone™ Matching System is the color standard for consistent
color reproduction

50%

20%

10%

10%

Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black is used in process printing

•
RGB
		

Red, Green, Blue formula is used to consistently display
projected color

•
WEB
		

The hexidecimal code number used by web browser to consistently
display color

<5%
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TYPOGRAPHY

TYPOGRAPHY

TIEMPOS WEIGHTS

Typography

As part of a strong and consistent identity presence, we have selected two modern classic

REGULAR

typefaces to represent our brand, one sans-serif typeface, and one serif typeface.. They were
selected for their visual appeal, classic forms and their approachable friendly design. We ask
you to use them whenever possible to represent the Ursinus College visual identity.

Tiempos

MEDIUM

Tiempos Text is a serif typeface designed by New Zealand-based designer
Kris Sowersby. It began as an offshoot of Galaxie Copernicus but ended up
evolving into its own family. The design was heavily influenced by Times

Gotham

New Roman, especially in the italic variant.

Gotham Book, created by Hoefler&Co., is a modern clean sans serif font that gets its inspiration

The typeface can be found here as a free download.

from “basic lettering” found in public urban spaces on the side of office and government

https://fontsgeek.com/fonts/Tiempo-Regular

buildings. It was selected for its clean lines and legibility and is to be used in a supporting role
to Fanwood.

ACCEPTABLE SUBSTITUTION

SEMI-BOLD

BOLD

The typeface can be found here:
http://www.typography.com/fonts/gotham/overview

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890123456789@#?&$%;:”
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890123456789@#?&$%;:”
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890123456789@#?&$%;:”

GARAMOND WEIGHTS
LIGHT

REGULAR

BOLD

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR STUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890123456789@#?&$%;:”
AB CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR STUVWXY Z
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890123456789@#?&$%;:”
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR STUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890123456789@#?&$%;:”

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01 234567890123456789@#?&$%;:”

Garamond
Garamond is the name given to a group of old-style serif typefaces named after the punch-

ACCEPTABLE SUBSTITUTION

cutter Claude Garamont (c. 1480–1561). Garamond’s letterforms convey a sense of fluidity
and consistency. Some unique characteristics in his letters are the small bowl of the “a” and
the small eye of the “e”. Garamond is considered to be among the most legible and readable

Helvetica

serif typefaces for use in print applications.

Helvetica is a widely used sans-serif typeface developed in 1957 by Swiss

GOTHAM WEIGHTS
LIGHT

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890123456789@#?&$%;:”

LIGHT

BOOK

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890123456789@#?&$%;:”

REGULAR

MEDIU M

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890123456789@#?&$%;:”

BOLD

BOLD

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890123456789@#?&$%;:”

typeface designer Max Miedinger with input from Eduard Hoffmann. It is a neoThe typeface can be found here.
http://store1.adobe.com/cfusion/store/html/index.cfm?event=displayF
ontPackage&code=1703

grotesque or realist design, one influenced by the famous 19th century typeface
Akzidenz-Grotesk and other German and Swiss designs. It is one of the most
popular typefaces of the 20th century
The typeface can be found here:

*Note: The official typeface of the Ursinus College logo is Fanwood.
This typeface should never be used in any brand designs.

A Version of Helvetica is included with the Mac operating system
http://www.fonts.com/font/linotype/helvetica
Note: If Helvetica is not available, please use Arial.
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HELVETICA WEIGHTS

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890123456789@#?&$%;:”
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890123456789@#?&$%;:”
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890123456789@#?&$%;:”
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THE URSINUS SHIELD

THE URSINUS SHIELD

The Ursinus Shield
The 2 color Ursinus shield icon can be used on its own or in conjunction with the word mark
as a supporting element. It should be used whenever possible. Ideally the shield will be used on
a white or light neutral background for maximum impact and clarity. Colors are specified using
the Pantone™ Matching System (PMS) to ensure accurate, consistent reproduction. However,
due to printing or display limitations, the logo color palette may be broken out using the specified
CMYK, RGB, hexidecimal or gray scale values. See pages 15-16 for details.
Clear Space
The Ursinus shield is most effective when surrounded by an area of clear space separated from
type, other logos and/or any other graphic elements. No elements should be placed within a
minimum of the space equal to the overall height of the “shield” to any edge of the logo. Items
and layouts carrying the Ursinus shield in conjunction with other logos must first be approved
by Ursinus College.
Minimum Height
The Ursinus shield should never go below .25” inch in height or legibility may be lost. In
situations where multiple logos are required in print, signage, web layouts or other media,
the presentation of the Ursinus College logo must be equal in size to the logos of the other
organizations surrounding it.

.25”
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THE URSINUS SHIELD - SECONDARY OPTIONS

THE URSINUS SHIELD - SECONDARY OPTIONS

The Ursinus Shield
SECONDARY OPTIONS
The shield has been created with some flexibility to accommodate for other design applications.
Please use the following secondary variations when necessary. Colors are specified using the
Pantone™ Matching System (PMS) to ensure accurate, consistent reproduction. However, due to
printing or display limitations, the logo color palette may be broken out using the specified CMYK,
RGB, hexidecimal or gray scale values. See pages 15-16 for details.
One Color Options
The Ursinus shield can be converted to a single color application when needed. The colors
should not deviate from the approved Red, Old Gold, Black color palette. This application
should only be applied in circumstances where the primary logo is not applicable.
Color Fields
The Ursinus shield can be placed on a solid color field from the approved Red, Old Gold, Black
color palette. It should never be placed on a color field outside of our approved palette. This
application should only be applied in circumstances where the primary logo is not applicable.
Reversed
The Ursinus shield can be reversed out to white when needed. This version of the icon can be
placed on ANY color field, image or texture that falls outside of the approved color palette. This
application should only be applied in circumstances where the primary logo is not applicable.
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THE URSINUS COLLEGE WORD MARK

THE URSINUS COLLEGE WORD MARK

The Ursinus College Word Mark
The 1 color (red) Ursinus College word mark is the primary and preferred word mark to be used
to represent the college when the primary Ursinus College logo is not applicable. Ideally the
word mark will be used on a white or light neutral background for maximum impact and clarity.
Colors are specified using the Pantone™ Matching System (PMS) to ensure accurate, consistent
reproduction. However, due to printing or display limitations, the logo color palette may be broken
out using the specified CMYK, RGB, hexidecimal or gray scale values. See pages 15-16 for details.
Clear Space
The Ursinus College word mark is most effective when surrounded by an area of clear space
separated from type, other logos and/or any other graphic elements. No elements should be
placed within a minimum of the space equal to the overall height of the “U” to any edge of the
word mark. Items and layouts carrying the Ursinus College word mark in conjunction with other
logos must first be approved by Ursinus College.
Type Lock-up
The word mark is a slightly modified version of the typeface Fanwood and should NEVER be
typed. The native master files should always be used.
Minimum Height
The Ursinus College word mark should never go below .25” inch in height or legibility may be
lost. In situations where multiple logos are required in print, signage, web layouts or other media,
the presentation of the Ursinus College word mark must be equal in size to the logos of the other
organizations surrounding it.

.25”
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THE URSINUS COLLEGE WORD MARK - SECONDARY OPTIONS

THE URSINUS COLLEGE WORD MARK - SECONDARY OPTIONS

The Ursinus College Word Mark
SECONDARY OPTIONS
The Ursinus College word mark has been created with some flexibility to accommodate
for other design applications. Please use the following secondary variations when necessary.
Colors are specified using the Pantone™ Matching System (PMS) to ensure accurate, consistent
reproduction. However, due to printing or display limitations, the logo color palette may be broken
out using the specified CMYK, RGB, hexidecimal or gray scale values. See pages 15-16 for details.

One Color Options
Ursinus College word mark can be converted to a single color application when needed. The colors
should not deviate from the approved Red, Old Gold, Black color palette. This application should
only be applied in circumstances where the primary Ursinus College word mark is not applicable.

Reversed
The Ursinus College word mark can be reversed out to white when needed. This version of
the word mark can be placed on ANY color field, image or texture that falls outside of the
approved color palette. This application should only be applied in circumstances where the
primary Ursinus College word mark is not applicable.
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THE URSINUS COLLEGE SECONDARY WORD MARK

THE URSINUS COLLEGE SECONDARY WORD MARK

The Ursinus College
Secondary Word Mark
The 2 color Ursinus College secondary word mark is to be used to represent the college when
the primary Ursinus College word mark is not applicable. Ideally the word mark will be used on
a white or light neutral background for maximum impact and clarity. Colors are specified using
the Pantone™ Matching System (PMS) to ensure accurate, consistent reproduction. However,
due to printing or display limitations, the logo color palette may be broken out using the specified
CMYK, RGB, hexidecimal or gray scale values. See pages 15-16 for details.
Clear Space
The Ursinus College secondary word mark is most effective when surrounded by an area of
clear space separated from type, other logos and/or any other graphic elements. No elements
should be placed within a minimum of the space equal to the overall height of the “U” to any
edge of the word mark. Items and layouts carrying the secondary Ursinus College word mark
in conjunction with other logos must first be approved by Ursinus College.
Type Lock-up
The secondary word mark is a slightly modified version of the typefaces Fanwood and Gotham
and should NEVER be typed. The native master files should always be used. The word
“COLLEGE” should fall beneath the word ‘Ursinus” by a distance equal to the x-height of
the letter “E” as shown.
Minimum Height
The Ursinus College secondary word mark should never go below .5” inch in height or
legibility may be lost. In situations where multiple logos are required in print, signage, web
layouts or other media, the presentation of the secondary Ursinus College word mark must be
equal in size to the logos of the other organizations surrounding it.
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.5”
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THE URSINUS COLLEGE SECONDARY WORD MARK - SECONDARY OPTIONS

THE URSINUS COLLEGE SECONDARY WORD MARK - SECONDARY OPTIONS

The Ursinus College
Secondary Word Mark
SECONDARY OPTIONS
The Ursinus College secondary word mark has been created with some flexibility to
accommodate for other design applications. Please use the following secondary variations
when necessary. Colors are specified using the Pantone™ Matching System (PMS) to ensure
accurate, consistent reproduction. However, due to printing or display limitations, the logo color
palette may be broken out using the specified CMYK, RGB, hexidecimal or gray scale values. See
pages 15-16 for details.
One Color Options
The Ursinus College secondary word mark can be converted to a single color application when
needed. The colors should not deviate from the approved Red, Old Gold, Black color palette. This
application should only be applied in circumstances where the primary Ursinus College word mark
is not applicable.
Reversed
The Ursinus College secondary word mark can be reversed out to white when needed. The
“COLLEGE” text should be rendered in a 50% screen of the background color as shown.
This application should only be applied in circumstances where the primary Ursinus College
secondary word mark is not applicable.
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THE URSINUS COLLEGE IDENTITY SYSTEM

THE URSINUS COLLEGE IDENTITY SYSTEM

The Ursinus College Identity System
The horizontal lock-up 3 color Ursinus College identity system is the primary and preferred
option to be used to represent Ursinus College offices or departments in most branding
applications. It should be used whenever possible. Ideally the logo will be used on a white or light
neutral background for maximum impact and clarity. Colors are specified using the Pantone™
Matching System (PMS) to ensure accurate, consistent reproduction. However, due to printing
or display limitations, the logo color palette may be broken out using the specified CMYK, RGB,
hexidecimal or gray scale values. See pages 15-16 for details.
Clear Space
The Ursinus College identity system logo is most effective when surrounded by an area of clear
space separated from type, other logos and/or any other graphic elements. No elements should
be placed within a minimum of the space equal to the overall height of the “shield” to any edge
of the logo. Items and layouts carrying the Ursinus College identity system logo in conjunction
with other logos must first be approved by Ursinus College.

BIOLOGY

Type Lock-up
The type lock-up should be spaced approximately one “U” width from the shield as shown. The
X height of the “U” in the word mark should be equal to the height of the “U” in the shield. The
word lock-up should sit on the same baseline as the “U” in the shield. The space between the
“OFFICE OR DEPARTMENT NAME” and “Ursinus College” should be equal to half the
x height of the letter “E” as shown.
Minimum Height
The Ursinus College identity system lock-up should never go below .5” inch in height or legibility
may be lost. In situations where multiple logos are required in print, signage, web layouts or other
media, the presentation of the Ursinus College identity system lock-up must be equal in size to
the logos of the other organizations surrounding it.
1-LINE CAMPUS OFFICE OR DEPARTMENT NAME
The type lock-up should be centered within the gold line.
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THE URSINUS COLLEGE IDENTITY SYSTEM - 2 LINES

ART AND
ART HISTORY
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THE URSINUS COLLEGE IDENTITY SYSTEM - 3 LINES

AFRICAN AMERICAN
AND AFRICANA
STUDIES

2-LINE CAMPUS OFFICE OR DEPARTMENT NAME

3-LINE CAMPUS OFFICE OR DEPARTMENT NAME

The type lock-up should be centered within the gold line.

The type lock-up should be centered within the gold line.
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SOCIAL MEDIA ICONS

SOCIAL MEDIA ICONS

Social Media Icons
The following examples represent acceptable icons for social media applications. Please check
the most current requirements for each platform before preparing the icon for the web.
Facebook
•
160 x 160 px
•
851 x 315 px

Profile picture
Cover photo

Google +
•
250 x 250 px
•
890 x 180 px

Profile picture
Cover photo

Instagram
•
110 x 110 px

Profile picture

Linkedin
•
50 x 60 px
•
100 x 60 px
•
646 x 220 px

Company square logo
Horizontal logo
Cover photo

PRIMARY ICON
This icon should be used in most applications.
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Twitter
•
81 x 81 px
•
520 x 260 px

Profile picture
Header picture

YouTube
•
55 x 55 px
•
970 x 390 px

Profile picture
Header

35

SUPPORTING ARTWORK

SUPPORTING ARTWORK - SHIELDS

OUR SERIES OF SHIELDS

Supporting Artwork - Shields
We have created a series of shield icons to be used as supporting artwork to help reinforce and
add depth to our story. The supporting artwork can be used across all media and merchandise
but must never replace or directly compete with the “U” Shield as a primary logo. If you have
other ideas for supporting artwork, please contact College Communications.
Bear
A name reinforcer (Ursinus is a Latin version of “Bear”) and a way to align ourselves with the
positive characteristics of a bear such as perseverance, grit and confidence. Go Bears!
Sycamore Leaves
The two leaves represent the Sycamore trees that once grew at the end of Patterson Field.
Bomberger Hall Tower
The iconic center of campus and the building most associated with the school.
APPROVED PROJECT SPECIFIC SHIELDS
Eger Gate Lantern
The lantern and “U” found above Eger Gate along Main street.
1869
The year Ursinus College was founded.

Defend the Den Shield
The branding of how the Ursinus community handles the COVID-19 communications.
DEFEND THE DEN SHIELD
*to be used in specific circumstances
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Option #1
STUDENT GOVERNMENT SHIELD
*to be used in specific circumstances

HALF SHIELD
*to be used in specific circumstances
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SUPPORTING ARTWORK - THE URSINUS BEARS

SUPPORTING ARTWORK - THE URSINUS BEARS

Supporting Artwork- The Ursinus Bears
We have created The Ursinus Bears to help directly address the meaning of our name. We will
use it as a name reinforcer (Ursinus is a Latin version of “Bear”) and a way to align ourselves
with the positive characteristics of a bear such as perseverance, grit and confidence. Go Bears!
The supporting bear artwork can be used across all media and merchandise but must never
replace the “U” Shield icon as a primary logo.
•

The bear graphics are designed to be used in black in white or color.

•

The bear graphics should not be stretched.

•

The bear graphic has been designed to flip left or right depending on the application.*

*Please note: The bear should be facing into the page whenever possible.

FACING LEFT
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THE URSINUS STANDING BEAR

FACING RIGHT
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SUPPORTING ARTWORK - THE URSINUS BEARS

SUPPORTING ARTWORK - FRAMESS

Supporting Artwork- The Ursinus Bears

Supporting Artwork- Frames
Frames can be used in various sizes and widths as supporting artwork.

The Ursinus Bears were created to support the brand and to represent the 4 Quest Curriculum Questions:
What should matter to me?

The supporting artwork can be used across all media and merchandise but must never replace
the “U” Shield icon as a primary logo.

How should we live together?
How can we understand the world?

Below are some examples of how to utilize the frames within designs.

What should I do?

When deciding on which bear to bring to your project, ask yourself which one of the our core values are
you addressing and which one of our four questions will you be answering.

Inclusion at Ursinus
ALWAYS SEE A FAMILIAR FACE. NEVER GET LOST IN THE CROWD.

OUR COMMITMENT TO DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION
At Ursinus College, we are compassionate and respectful of every member of our community, and will continue
to be guided by the principles of diversity, equity, inclusion and mutual respect. We are a community in which all
members feel affirmed, welcomed and safe.
It is the combined strength of the abilities, cultures, ethnicities, experiences, genders, religions, and talents that
each of us brings to Ursinus College that are the cornerstones of our inclusive campus.
While diversity marks a starting point, we recognize that inclusion is an ongoing process; one of the seven pillars
of our strategic plan is to intensify our commitment to diversity and inclusion. We insist that all members of our
community continue to develop a thoughtful, reflective, and empathetic understanding of others. By devoting
our resources and energy, we will continue to build an inclusive culture, in which every individual, regardless of
background, is poised to excel and to find respect for one another at Ursinus.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS & EVENTS
Below is a sampling of events, traditions and celebrations hosted by some of our student organizations that
proudly champion diversity at Ursinus:

WHAT SHOULD MATTER TO ME?

HOW SHOULD WE LIVE TOGETHER?

HOW CAN WE UNDERSTAND THE WORLD?

WHAT WILL I DO?

REFLECTIVE

INQUISITIVE

LEADING

CHALLENGING

PLAYFUL

CURIOUS

DRIVEN

DETERMINED

CONTEMPLATIVE

EXPLORATORY

FOCUSED

ACTION ORIENTED
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•

Café Nia (SUN/BSU)

•

Chinese New Year Celebration

•

Latin Night (ALMA)

•

•

LGBTea Time

Colors of Africa: Food, Fashion & Traditions
from Across the Continent

•

UC First Gen Day

•

Holi Festival of Colors (SASA)

•

Diversity Monologues

•

Iftar Celebration (Office of Spiritual Life)

•

Kwanzaa Celebration (African American
and Africana Studies)

•

UC Pride Week

Visit your way, {{Preferred}}!

In person or online.

ursinus.edu/visit

(610) 409-3200 • 601 E. Main Street, Collegeville, Pennsylvania 19426 • ursinus.edu
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SUPPORTING ARTWORK - ACCEPTABLE ALTERNATIVES

SUPPORTING ARTWORK - THE URSINUS BEARS

Supporting Artwork- Acceptable Alternatives
to further our brand and add some creativity and light to the Ursinus brand. These graphics are
to generate excitement and are never to replace the main Ursinus Logo, but do allow flexibility
to add to our creartive library and to appropriate address the many voices we have on campus.
. Contact the creative team with any questions about the acceptable alternatives.
The supporting bear artwork can be used across all media and merchandise but must never
replace the “U” Shield icon as a primary logo. Some examples of artwork created within this
design system are:
Colorful Ursinus
A way to incorporate the secondary colors into a dynamic graphic.
Eger Gate
The Eger Gate along Main street.

COLORFUL URSINUS

EGER GATE

LOVE STATUE

BEAR PAW

Love Statue
The iconic Love Statue on campus.
Bear Paw
Bears always leave a pawprint much like the students of Ursinus making their mark on campus!
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SUPPORTING ARTWORK - THE SEAL

SUPPORTING ARTWORK - THE SEAL

Supporting Artwork - The Seal
The Ursinus College seal consists of a portrait of Zacharias Ursinus surrounded by Latin text
and the date of the college’s founding.
It may be used formally on documents such as diplomas and publications such as an inauguration
invitation or the commencement program. The seal should not be used in an informal manner
in place of the logo.
The illustration of Zacharias Ursinus can be used as a graphic element to add depth and history
to the identity. It can be used in less formal settings to help tell our story.
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SIGNAGE- BUILDING DOORS

SIGNAGE- BUILDING DOORS

Signage- Building Doors
Each of the buildings on the Ursinus Campus has its name on the door. This is part of our
wayfinding system to include campus branding wherever possible. This is one example of a
building, Bomberger Hall that utilizes this.

Each building door is expected to have the name in the format of the Shield over top of the
name of the building.
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SOCIAL MEDIA

VIDEO

Social Media

Video

We use social media as a way to communicate messages widely through our campus community
and generate awareness of the college through multiple platforms. We have a specific lineup of
icons that go with our Ursinus Admissions social media handles that are to be placed together.

Video is used in various forms to showcase Ursinus and all it has to offer on campus. Video
is used on the homepage of the website to draw in viewers. It is also used across various other
platforms as another way to visually engage our audience.

There is an adobe spark library that contains acceptable templates of social media posts that
follow our brand guidelines that we use for important messages and announcements.

@URSINUSCOLLEGE
@URSINUSADMIT

@URSINUSCOLLEGE
@URSINUSADMIT

@URSINUSCOLLEGE
@URSINUSADMIT
STORY POST EXAMPLE
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SQUARE POST EXAMPLE
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THANK YOU
TITLE

THANK YOU

Thank You

Become

more

than you ever thought
you could.

The Ursinus College visual identity style guide is to be used as a reference for all Ursinus faculty,
staff, students, partners and vendors to maintain the consistency of the Ursinus College brand.
Compliance with the following standards ensures quality reproduction and maximum visual
impact. As such, there are a few major rules to which all who use the brand must adhere. Please
give these your fullest consideration:

This style guide was created to

•

Logo master files and supporting artwork must be used as supplied, without alteration or
manipulation. The logo in its entirety is art, and must be used as provided.

ensure all audiences, both on-and

•

Vendors and other third parties should only be supplied high-resolution master electronic
files, which have been supplied to you in the most common graphic formats. Always feel
free to contact College Communications for additional files.

•

The logo should never be scanned and used as final artwork under any circumstances.

•

Reproduction guidelines have been determined to maintain control of the identity.

•

For a list of approved Ursinus College vendors, please contact the College Communications.

effectively communicate our pride
for Ursinus College. Together we can
off-campus, clearly understand the
Ursinus experience and appreciate
our sense of community.

All projects must be submitted to College Communications for approval prior to publishing,
printing and/or transmitting any materials bearing the identity. Should you have any
questions or concerns about proper usage, please contact us at:
College Communications
Ursinus College
601 E. Main Street
Collegeville, PA 19426
610.409.3000
styleguide@ursinus.edu
ursinus.edu
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X
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College Communications
Ursinus College
601 E. Main Street
Collegeville, PA 19426
610.409.3000
styleguide@ursinus.edu
ursinus.edu
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